ENGLISH VERSION OF THE LONDON MEASURE OF UNPLANNED PREGNANCY TOOL

There is a list of possible answers for each question. Please wait and listen to all the responses and then choose
the option that is most applicable to you and tell me which one it is. I would like to ask you some questions that
are about your circumstances and feelings around the time you became pregnant. Please think of your current
and/or most recent pregnancy when answering these questions. For every question there is a list of possible
answers. Please wait and listen to all the responses and then choose the option that is most applicable to you
and tell me which one it is.
Qn#
Question
Coding Categories
The first question has four possible options. You are requested to first listen to all options and then select the
most appropriate answer. This question asks about methods that prevent becoming pregnant. These may
include condoms, pills, injectables, implants, coil, vasectomy, tubal ligation, or any other modern method.
01
You were not using any method to prevent pregnancy. …1
In the month
that
you You were using a method inconsistently that prevents pregnancy……….2
became
pregnant…... You always used a family planning method but it failed. ( example: it got cut,
moved position, fell out, it didn’t work and others) at least once…....3
You always used a family planning ……………4
Now am going to ask you a question, but there are three answers for it. You are requested to select and tell
me the best option.
02
In terms of becoming a
Right time
…………………..1
mother, you felt that your
pregnancy happened at the
ok, but not quite right time………..2
wrong time……..…………………3
The next few questions ask for information before you became pregnant. This question also has three
possible responses to it. Please choose the best option that is most applicable to you and tell me which
03

Before you
pregnant

got You intended to get pregnant………..…1
Your intentions kept changing………………….…2
You did not intend to get pregnant……..3

This question also has three possible options to it. Please choose the best option that is most applicable to
you and tell me which one it is.
04

Just before you got You wanted to have a baby ……………1
pregnant….
You had varying feelings about having a baby………………………2
You did not want to have a baby ……..3

In the next question, we ask about your partner. By partner we mean the father of, or the man responsible for
your last pregnancy. This may be your husband, a partner you live with, a boyfriend, or someone you’ve had
sex with once or twice or client. There are three options for the next questions. Again thinking about before
1

Qn#
Question
Coding Categories
you became pregnant would you say…
05

Before
you You and your partner had agreed that we would like me to be pregnant………1
became
You and your partner had discussed having children together, but hadn’t
pregnant….
agreed for you to get pregnant………………….2
never
discussed
having
children
You
and
your
partner
together……………………………..3

The last question also asks you to think about before you became pregnant. There is a list of possible
options and I would like you to tell me all of those that apply to you.
06

Before you became
pregnant, did you do
anything to improve
your health in
preparation for
pregnancy?
Interviewer Prompt
Did you do it in
preparation for this
most
recent
pregnancy?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Take iron…..........................
Save money…....................
Eat healthy food…................
Go to health facility…..............
Stop sex working……….. .
Stop or cut down drinking alcohol…
Stop or cut down taking illicit drugs ...
Do any other thing? Explain…........

2

Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1
Yes… ..1

No….2
No….2
No….2
No….2
No….2
No….2
No….2
No….2

